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01. Logotype
The brand icon
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Introduction

Logotype

Clear space

The colMOOC logo should work across all media. The selection of the display/layout is dependent on the context in which the 
logo should appear. To ensure the expression of the logo is right for its context, we have created a system of exclusive colors. 
It includes RGB, HEX and CMYK colors.

Give the logo some room to breathe. Use 
a minimum clear space surrounding the 
logo equivalent to the height of the icon.

Minimun size:
16px / 10mm / 0,4”

RGB: 255 206 0
CMYK: 0 19 93 0
HEX: #ffce00

RGB: 42 54 169
CMYK: 95 82 0 0
HEX: #2a36a9

Brand mark Logotype
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The correct logo for the 
correct situation
Our brand must be adaptable to several 
formats, so we have developed three versions with 
different orientation. Horizontal, this is the main 
version, and it is the one that most expresses our 
brand. Square, for little room spaces the square ver-
sion makes our brand stand out even more. Vertical, 
when among other brands, this version makes the 
colMOOC logo more visible.

Horizontal

Square Icon
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Yellow background Blue background

Background 
applications
Apart from the negative/positive application on color 

backghrounds; when the colMOOC logo is used on 

textured backgrounds, should be on the monocromatic 

version.

Over white/light backgrounds Over textured/dark backgrounds
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Incorrect uses
In order to guarantee a correct reproduction of 
our brand, it is not allowed to modify in any of this 
cases:

col
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Change 
the typography.

Transform or change any proportions 
of the logo elements.

Change of the main color 
combination.

Change the orientation or 
graphic angle.

Transform or change general 
proportions.

Apply 
outlines.

MOOC
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03. Colors
Indentity colors palette



Color palette

Main colors

Secundary colours

To ensure the expression of the brand is right for its context, the guidelines include RGB, 
CMYK, and Web Hexadecimal colors, and an extended palette of solid colors as well as su-
pport logo treatments.

RGB: 255 189 0
CMYK: 0 29 93 0
HEX: #ffbd00

RGB: 14 24 111
CMYK: 100 93 31 18
HEX: #0e186f

RGB: 80 83 90
CMYK: 65 53 45 39
HEX: #50535a

RGB: 182 183 183
CMYK: 32 23 24 4
HEX: #b6b7b7
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RGB: 255 206 0
CMYK: 0 19 93 0
HEX: #ffce00

RGB: 42 54 169
CMYK: 95 82 0 0
HEX: #2a36a9
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04. Typography
Character and style



Typography and fonts
The project is highly technological, innovative and with modern functionality. A modern, minimalist, futu-

ristic and technological typography has been defined for this purpose. In this case the Encode Sans and 

Akkurat, readables typefaces optimized for the web and printing formats.

Lorem ipsum dol em rem 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eius-

mod tempor incididunt ut labisi ut aliquip ex.

Details of construction
Consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incaliquip ex.

Titles and subtitles

Encode Sans Condensed 

Akkurat Pro  

Encode regular: Lorem ipsum  
lor sit amet consectetur.

Body copy and details
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05. Print application
Communication formats 
and campaigns



Example of magazine or basic 
catalog, composed of cover and 
back cover.
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Examples of vertical and square 

formats for flyers and posters 

with clear images and effective 

and impactful messages.
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06. Digital application
Web context
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Website > Home



Website > Interior page example > Resourses
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Twitter displayLinkedin display
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Facebook display Banner for web media
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